Angela Stockman is a teacher, an author, and an international literacy consultant with a passion for making and writing. She spent over a decade facilitating writing workshops in her own classroom before stepping out to support other teachers and the writers they love.

Learn from #makewriting guru, Angela Stockman in this professional development workshop focusing on how you can infuse making into writing and vice versa. The first 25 registrants will receive a copy of *Hacking the Writing Workshop: Redesign with Making in Mind*.

**AUDIENCE:**
K-12 Classroom and Special Education Teachers, Instructional Coaches, Librarians, and Literacy Leaders

**DATE & TIME:**
March 20, 2019
8:30 AM to 3:30 PM

**COST:**
Subscriber $150
Non-subscriber $200

**LOCATION:**
Corbett Experience Center
56 Buttonwood Street
Norristown, PA 19401

Questions? Please contact Lisa Cullen
lcullen@mciu.org | 610-755-9315